
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It was my first taste of home since my mother died and added to that was
this new love which was finer than ________thing I had ever dreamed about.
1.

Chandler tried to say ________thing, but the words wouldn't come.2.

He looked well at her, said ________thing, but rode on further.3.

She tried to say ________thing, but in so faint a voice that Cynthia could
not hear.
4.

He was a most devoted and faithful and trustworthy soul, so we are sure
that ________thing must have happened to him-that he is being detained
somewhere.

5.

Of course you ought to marry, and there may be a difficulty there; but
almost ________thing would be better than abandoning the property.
6.

Not having a daughter, I feel as if I would like to do ________thing for
Stella, that is to give her a good chance.
7.

However, she has such an unlimited stock of energy; I have never seen
________thing like it.
8.

He muttered ________thing under his breath and the other broke into a trot
to catch up.
9.

At meal-times he goes right to papa, and waits for ________thing to eat.10.

She was very weary and faint and miserable; and he had never done
________thing like that before; and so she drew back her hands, and buried
her face in them, and sank sobbing on the floor.

11.

And there was ________thing so serious and pitying in her tone that the
children were ashamed of themselves, and went off without saying another
word.

12.

They conceive that there must be ________thing in it, though by no
means to the extent to which it is pushed by orthodox Christians.
13.
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This thought staggered me and I believed there must be ________thing
wrong with a fellow who could conceive such a stupendous undertaking.
14.

My praise of it may occasion you some disappointment, for I am pleased
with it more because it is so much better than ________thing I expected from
him than because it is particularly powerful or striking in itself.

15.

By this time bees may be heard darting through the air or seen hunting
slowly through the bushes in search of ________thing to eat.
16.

She did not say ________thing-Marguerite was not her own child.17.

But night fell suddenly, and there was ________thing to do but to wait till
morning.
18.

At this point Winchester beckoned to Lincoln, and whispered
________thing in his ear.
19.

Fifty sovereigns would not buy those birds-so don't say ________thing
more on the subject.
20.
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